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smelling leather Students from the RCA touring the Brooks factory’s leather department in Smethwick.

with a visit to the Brooks factory in Smethwick 
where we had the amazing opportunity to 
witness the production of Brooks saddles from 
the arrival of the hides to the packaging of the 
perfectly finished product. It’s always inspiring 
for a designer to visit a factory or workshop, but 
I can speak for all of us when I say that this was 
a truly special occasion. The quality of materials 
and craftsmanship, especially the wonderful 
leatherwork, impressed us all. The inspiration 
of this day became clearly visible in the designs 
that should materialise later in the project.

Six weeks on it was our turn to play host at 
the Royal College of Art. It was a real pleasure to 
have team Brooks visit us for a day. Our students 
presented their ideas and everyone benefitted 
from the feedback of the industry experts. We 
all saw some exciting proposals and some of the 
projects interested our collaborators enough 
to ask for further development with a possible 
view to production. This is a wonderful success 
and adds to what had already been a great 
collaboration and learning experience.

With the possibility of future production I 
can’t say much about the individual designs at 
this point. Selected students are now starting 
phase two of the project and we hope to present 
the results to you here at a later stage. As a teaser 
for things to come I would like to end with a few 
lines from our project brief: “With the iconic 
image of the company and its products it is 
easy to forget what made Brooks great in the 
first place. For this it is worthwhile to remind 
ourselves of the founder, John B. Brooks. He was 
a true entrepreneur and innovator. His drive and 
curiosity for new materials, production methods 
or product areas are documented in more than 
one hundred filed patents. And so we can sum 
up this brief in one sentence: What would Mr 
Brooks do next if he was alive today?”

andré Klauser
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Welcome to the fourth edition 
of the Bugle. this issue opens with a close-up 
image of the eyes of our founder, John Boultbee 
Brooks, and an article from industrial designer 
André Klauser, who poses the question: “What 
would J.B. Brooks do next if he was alive today?” 

We hope this issue of the Bugle begins to 
answer the question. What is going on at and 
around Brooks today reflects the ever-growing 
public interest in two wheels: bicycles are now 
shown in prestigious museums and leading 
design shops, from Vandalorum in Sweden 
to merci in Paris; bicycles are at the centre 
of lively debates involving speakers of the 
calibre of Will Self and Geoff dyer; bicycles 
are attracting the interest of both young and 
established designers, like Ben Wilson and 
ron Arad. And everywhere bikes are shown, it 
seems, Brooks england is there as well.

Although our factory remains a living 
museum where one can dive back into the 
atmosphere of the industrial revolution, our 
minds are thinking about what cyclists need 
today and tomorrow and our hearts and souls 
are dedicated to promoting the love for bicycles 
and their use.

this year we also celebrate the tenth 
anniversary of Brooks’ acquisition by Selle royal 
in 2002. many of us began knowing and working 
for Brooks england during the past ten years and 
we are very proud to have helped the company 
to grow and prosper. more than any corporate 
vision or mission statement, we hope this edition 
of the Bugle will tell about who we are, how we 
value the legacy of our founder, and how we are 
shaping the future of Brooks england.

So, dear friends, read on and see where 
Brooks england, and in some regards, the 
world of bicycling, is today.

the BrooKs team

A RiVeTinG ReAd

JB Brooks Inspires Royal College of Art
Students from London’s 
RCA participate in the 
Brooks tradition of creativity
LOndOn, enGLAnd

A lmost 150 years after John Boultbee 
Brooks (pictured above) founded 
Brooks, the company still stands for 
quality and innovation. The Royal 
College of Art describes itself as “the 

most influential, wholly postgraduate university 
of art and design in the world.”

On the Design Products course, Ben Wilson 
and I tutor students throughout a two-year 
master course. Occasionally we approach a 
selected company to run a project with us. We 
wanted to work with Brooks because firstly, we 
are convinced that the bicycle is becoming ever 

more relevant. Secondly, Brooks England is 
steeped in design history and are a great example 
of how manufacturing in the UK can work today. 
So we were extremely pleased when Team Brooks 
agreed to a collaboration with our students.

“It’s always inspiring for a 
designer to visit a factory 

”Last year our group of 14 students 
represented seven different nationalities, 
typical for a course where a variety of cultural 
backgrounds, skills and interests within the field 
of product design come together.

The first phase of the project was book-
ended by two meetings. We launched the project 
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A Rocket in His Pocket
only a fraction of that which it would have been 
in the 1920’s, for example. Curated by Daniel 
Charny, the show explored this depressing 
statistic, but in an uplifting way, highlighting 
as it did some of the best in Contemporary 
Handwork.

It can often take a little time to fully grasp 
all that goes into producing an excellent 
object, whether it be at hobby or production 
level. Reliable machinery, sharp eyes, the best 
materials, and a wealth of experience are just a 
few factors.

A TRiBuTe TO 
CyCLeS AT The 
VAndALORum
 

VäRnAmO, Sweden 

The cyklar! exhibition displayed design 
and hand-built bicycles. Vandalorum paid 
tribute to the design, the craftsmanship, 

the beauty and the function. in this exhibition 
bicycles from Sweden and denmark, as well 
as from the big bike countries italy, china, 
holland, Germany, england and the united 

States were presented. the bicycle is the most 
global and therefore the most humanitarian 
means of transportation. it is also a social 
medium and a time machine for the future.

With the inaugural exhibition of 
Vandalorum, the new art and design centre in 
Sweden, Vandalorum wanted to reflect upon 
something that is happening right now. new 
trends are putting the bike in the middle of the 
city, which provides greater mobility and a new 
freedom. Since years back, the bike is the fastest 
way to get around, at least above ground, in any 
major city. When new York developed the old 
railway transport high line into a “green line” 
so has become not only the fastest but also the 
most pleasant way to get around manhattan.

Vandalorum wanted to present the bike 
as a tool for health and environment. An 
eco-friendly option that can be a pioneer 
movement again, as it actually was at one 
time. But the bike is also every contemporary 
designer’s dream: hand-built, designed with 
love and care, or prestige. the bike is an object 
for desire, but also the instrument that evokes 
the dream of a free and healthy life.

sune nordgren

www.vandalorum.se

ON DISPLAY Cyklar! was the inaugural exhibition at the Renzo Piano-designed Vandalorum Centre in 
Sweden. Visible in the foreground is the Georg Jensen bicycle manufactured by Sögreni.
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We wish to thank all our contributing editors 
and photographers. If you have an interesting 
story to tell, and wish to contribute to a future 
issue of the Bugle, please contact us either 
through our website or send your submission  
or questions directly to  
thebugle@brooksengland.com
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Ben Wilson explores the 
ultimate urban bicycle 
for a V&A exhibition
LOndOn, enGLAnd

B rooks collaborator Ben Wilson struck 
gold again when he was invited by the 
Crafts Council and the Victoria and 
Albert Museum to furnish them with a 
piece for their exhibition “The Power Of 

Making” which ran through the past winter in 
the Porter Gallery of the V&A.

The exhibition opened to warm critical 
acclaim, and Ben’s “Pocket Rocket 2” was on 
display along with ninety-nine other exquisitely 
crafted objects (well, a hundred if we were to 
separately count the one-off Brooks Swallow 
bolted to the Rocket’s seatpost.)

The Pocket Rocket 2 is an ongoing 
investigation for the ultimate urban bicycle. 
For this bicycle Ben collaborated with Neil 
Melliard, whose modern pinstriping and 
lettering helped to create a paint scheme 
inspired by traditional bicycle lugs. Butting up 
to the fillet-brazed steel frame, they applied 
23-carat gold leaf accents to emphasize the 
honest workmanship that went into building 
the frame. Ben used 20’’ wheels with 2 speed 
kick back SA brakes and to top it off, a one off 
hand-tooled Brooks saddle.

The show came at an interesting time. How 
many people can nowadays honestly claim 
proficiency in any field of professional (or 
amateur) endeavour which calls for the skilled 
marrying of two or more objects? Fewer than at 
the turn of the century, that much is for sure.

And even allowing for increased population, 
the number is probably far lower than it would 
have been twenty years ago. And very probably 

the Power of maKing
Victoria and Albert Museum
6 September 2011 – 2 January 2012

CyKlar!
Vandalorum Centre 
16 April – 7 August 2011

small But Beautiful Pocket Rocket 2, with pinstriping and lettering inspired by traditional bicycle lugs.

“They applied 23-carat gold 
leaf accents to emphasize 
the honest workmanship  
of the frame build 

”
Of course, at the Smethwick Works, 

unspoken emphasis has always been placed on 
these, and all the other elements that cross paths 
to become Leather Cycling Saddle Incarnate. 
It partially explains why Brooks saddles are 
revered not only by cyclists and artists, but also 
by those who simply appreciate well designed, 
excellently produced objects. And let’s not 
forget that a single individual can frequently be 
described as all three!

Apart from the Swallow and Ben’s frame, 
there were plenty of other good examples 
of craftsmanship to be meditated upon and 
appreciated at The Power of Making. Most of 
the pieces, even those that fell squarely under the 
heading of “Art” unambiguously bore testimony 
to the virtue of taking one’s time, and doing 
things right.

gareth lennon

www.vam.ac.uk
www.benwilsondesign.co.uk
www.prosign1.co.uk
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Paloma Faith and illustrator Natasha Law also 
provided a machine each for the cause. Perhaps 
unsurprisingly, Brooks saddles were mounted 
on top of most bikes.

The concept was in support of the Elton 
John AIDS Foundation in the UK which has 
funded over 1,100 projects worldwide with 
grants totalling more than £50 million. They  
are the largest AIDS grant maker in the UK 
and one of the 20 largest international AIDS 
charities.

All of the bikes donated for the event had 
their own special character, but perhaps the 
features of Ron Arad’s “Two Nuns” bicycle 
provided the biggest talking points.

Using nothing but strips of curved sprung 
steel worked around a hub, the wheels on Arad’s 
bike could cause most casual observers to think 
they had stumbled upon a “study” for some 
dreadful “installation”. But on closer inspection 

cut a smart, yet practical, dash both on and off 
two wheels. The careful selection of bicycles, 
components, and accessories was done in 
collaboration with four of the best Parisian bicycle 
shops, and a wide range of both Brooks England 
and PEdALED products were also on display.

Begun by Marie-France and Berhard 
Cohen, Merci, the host of “MY BIKE”, is itself 
an interesting retail space. Merci often invites 
renowned designers to produce one-off or 
limited edition pieces that are then sold in 
the shop. Neither the store’s owners nor the 
designers take any profit from these products, 
so that the proceeds may go to help fund a 
children’s charity effort in Madagascar.

david hoBBs

we were able to establish that they did in fact go 
round. And round.

Reliable sources indicated to us that 
the machine provides a yielding, pliant and 
comfortable ride – as long as the rider has 
managed to get a bit of speed up. Having a 
Brooks on top doesn’t hurt either, of course.

One of industrial designer Arad’s materials 
of choice is, as we have noted, steel, in preferably 
curvaceous strips. And we are all familiar with 
his non-linear, biomorphic bookshelves which 
snake across the wall of some of the world’s 
most opulent interiors. The ”Two Nuns” bicycle 
is now part of one of these opulent interiors, 
having been sold to an anonymous collector and 
philanthropist for over £20,000.

The W Hotel on Leicester Square was 
partner to the entire proceedings through the 
autumn, allowing residents to take their pick of 
the six bikes for short hops around the capital.

andrea meneghelli

 
www.ejaf.org and  
www.ronarad.co.uk

The Great Bike Debate
‘Cycling Festival’ 
held at the Royal 
Geographical Society
LOndOn, enGLAnd

O ver the past decade Intelligence Squared 
has won a golden reputation for its 
ability to get famous and articulate 
people together in a room and have 
them haul each other intellectually 

and rhetorically over the coals. Hence we were 
intrigued when they requested our involvement 
in their “Cycling Festival” held at the Royal 
Geographical Society last September.

Run closely along the lines of a public session 
of the Oxford Union, Intelligence² live debating 
events set a motion to be discussed among 
speakers who are guaranteed to bring the Truth, 
or at least their own personal versions of it, with 
them. When all have spoken, the audience votes 
on whether said motion should be carried or not, 
basing their decision on the persuasiveness of 
either side’s arguments or style.

Whether the motion set is potentially 
controversial or seemingly innocuous, there are 
two things that have marked out Intelligence² 
live debates since they started in 2002. Their 
themes are without fail topically relevant; and 
they bring out the very best in those invited.

That their attention at the RGS turned to 
human powered wheels was proof again, if proof 
were needed, of the pivotal role currently being 
played by the bicycle in political, social and 
environmental matters.

And of course, probably given that cycling is 
one thing the speakers could more or less agree 
on, there was no taking sides. Rather, they spoke 
individually about the bike, bikers and biking, 

making a statement or two along the way about 
the insights presented by other speakers.

The night passed off beautifully, we are 
happy to report, and those lucky enough to have 
found tickets for the event were recipients of 
both ample and entertaining food for thought 
from a host of stars united in their enthusiasm 
for both the notion and activity of bicycling.

Geoff Dyer examined the thesis that the 
bicycle is a vehicle of spiritual, social and even 
political freedom with recourse to famous 
bicycling photography from the past 80 years 
or so. Patrick Field expanded on this political 

CyCling festival By intelligenCe2

Royal Geographical Society
8 September 2011

“At the event, Will Self 
rhapsodized on the 
intrinsic, childlike joy  
of the cycling experience 

”

“For the auction, Arad 
revisited the classic bicycle 
wheel, using nothing but 
strips of curved sprung 
steel worked around a hub. 
Reliable sources indicate 
that the machine provides a 
yielding, comfortable ride

”

theme, but with his famously light touch.
There was a warm reception for “Flying 

Scotsman” Graeme Obree, whose biography 
could well be an encyclopedia entry for 
excellence and innovation, who was there to talk 
about the bike as a tool for drawing the best out 
of oneself.

Whether it was Vin Cox explaining to his 
audience how it is to cycle through a ‘weather 
bomb’, Will Self rhapsodizing on the “...intrinsic, 
childlike joy of the cycling experience” or Bella 
Bathurst investigating claims that cycling 
expands, or at least expanded, the gene pool, 
the Festival of Cycling was proof again of 
Intelligence Squared’s deserved reputation as 
one of the world’s premiere forums for the smart 
discussion of contemporary themes important 
to thoughtful people.

gareth lennon

Listen to Wil Self ’s talk at  
blog.brooksengland.com/wps/rgs-cycling-fest/

My Bike exhibition hits 
leading design store
PARiS, fRAnCe

N o major world city has remained 
untouched by the resurgence of 
undertaking one’s urban excursions by 
bicycle. And we can probably all agree 
that Paris is a major world city.

As the organisers of “My Bike, Mon Vélo” at 
Merci have it:

“The mode of cycling in the city is no 
accident: it is a lifestyle, an attitude. Therefore 
Merci, always attentive to changing lifestyles, 
brought together the Best of Bicycling on 
the theme of Transportation in the City. For 
if the bike is a hobby, it is also a means of 
transportation from home to place-of-work. 
Increasingly, it adapts to our daily needs.”

The exhibition at Merci was a showcase of 
some should-haves for the bicycliste looking to 

Designer creates a new 
wheel form for a bicycle 
to benefit the Elton John 
AIDS Foundation
LOndOn, enGLAnd

R enowned interior designer Ron Arad 
was just one of the truly stellar names 
involved in a project late last year to 
create six unique bicycles for a charity 
auction. And as an added bonus, the 

one to which he put his name has managed the 
neat trick of guaranteeing its new owner a life of 
puncture-free road use.

The sextet of eye-catching conversation 
starters were ridden around town for a few 
weeks by the guests of one of London’s most 
stylish hotels, and having drawn the requisite 
attention upon themselves, they were finally 
auctioned off for charity at a special show in 
December.

Artist Benedict Radcliffe, along with 
designer Patrick Cox, Alice Temperly, singer 

Design to Ride

Ron Arad Reinvents the Wheel

my BiKe, mon velo
Merci Merci
18 January – 18 February 2012

wow BiKes
The Elton John AIDS Foundation
29 October 2011

04 | Culture

see and Be seen Tom dixon’s immense 72 Bulb Bicycle wheel installation hangs above the “my Bike” exhibition at merci.

welCome The merci bicycle team car greets visitors at the store’s entrance. PunCture Proof Ron Arad’s Two nuns Bicycle after its first ride.
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A PROmPT 
BROmPT  
OxfORdShiRe, enGLAnd

BrooKS Will Be on BoArd At the 
seventh instalment of the Brompton World 
championship this August taking place 
at Blenheim Palace in oxfordshire. Aside 
from the prizes up for grabs for pure athletic 
prowess, there are of course also a couple of 
obligatory Special categories, often absent 
from other cycling events.

As we all know, for the race start, riders 
charge politely-hurriedly le mans-style at 
the Brompton Worlds to their awaiting, folded 
bikes, so the ability to get one’s bike up and 
running quickly is a crucial one. the Prompt 
Brompt, as it were, is a champion’s skill.

the inverse is probably also equally true. 
Who can tell for sure how many train doors 
and departure gates have cruelly shut before 
Brompton owners’ eyes while they have 
struggled sluggishly to bring their bike down 
to size? hence the fastest fold competition, or 
“reverse-Prompt-Brompt” as we like to call it. 
Something under ten seconds will get you on 
the podium.

Brompton’s code of Attire for those in 
competition is fairly strict above the waist. Suit 
jacket with shirt and tie are de rigueur. What 
you do below the belt is your own business, just 
so long as it goes at least as far as the knee, and 
isn’t skin-tight.

Proper order, too.
gareth lennon

attention of the media – what we were surprised 
by was the scale and enthusiasm of the global 
fraternity of Penny riders. We welcomed over 
40 riders as far afield as Tasmania, Europe and 
the USA – we dread to think how much their 
excess baggage was! A group of 10 intrepid riders 
even cycled on their ‘Ordinaries’ from Paris to 
London for the start of the race and converged 
on Tower bridge for a VIP escort by our kind 
friends at the City of London police.

And then to the event itself, the sight of giant 

wheels weaving amongst the pros on the warm 
up lap was something to behold. The racing 
was superb and given extra poignancy by the 
City of London guards firing their muskets to 
kick things off... after 30 raucous minutes it was 
James Brailsford who proved victorious crossing 
the line to some of the biggest cheers of the 
night from the London crowds.

As Brailsford and his compatriots ascended 
the steps to the Nocturne podium they were 
awarded a fitting trophy; a top of the range 
Brooks leather saddle. We couldn’t help but feel 
the nostalgia as Brooks and Penny Farthings 
were reunited once again.

james PoPe

The 2012 IG Markets London Nocturne will take 
place on 9th June and will feature a second edition 
of the Brooks Penny Farthing Races. 
www.londonnocturne.com.

eVenTS in 2012
18 february onward
World Cycle Racing Grand Tour 
(London, England)
www.worldcycleracing.com

3-4 march
North American Handmade 
Bicycle Show (Sacramento, USA)                        
www.handmadebicycleshow.com

23-25 march 
Bespoked BRISTOL, Handmade Bicycle 
Show (Bristol, UK)
www.bespokedbristol.co.uk

8 April 
Pendle Witches Vintage Velo 
(Lancadshire, UK)
www.pendlewitchesvintagevelo.co.uk 

6 may (tbc)
Tweed Run (London, UK)  
www.tweedrun.com

9 June 
Brooks Penny Farthing Races at the 
London Nocturne 
www.londonnocturne.com 

23-24 June 
Anjou Velo Vintage (Saumur, France)
www.anjou-velo-vintage.com

1 July 
Retro Ronde (Flanders, Belgium)
www.crvv.be/en/museum/activities/
retroronde

18 August (tbc)
Brompton World Championship 
(Oxfordshire, UK)  
www.brompton.co.uk

6-7 october  
L’Eroica (Tuscany, Italy) 
www.eroica.it

For more events please visit:  
www.brooksengland.com/calendar

Penny Farthing racing 
back again at the 
London Nocturne
LOndOn, enGLAnd

T he Nocturne concept has always been 
about celebrating cycling in all its 
forms, whether that’s the Elite pros 
racing in darkness at speeds in excess of 
40kph to suited competitors frantically 

assembling their folding bikes before setting off 
on a frantic 3 lap dash.

Retracing the history 
of cargo bike racing 
in Denmark
COPenhAGen, denmARk

D ecades before Kevin Bacon kicked off 
the bicycle messenger boom with his 
1986 film ”Quicksilver” and cemented a 
sub-culture in the public consciousness, 
bicycle messengers were making goods 

transport work in Copenhagen.
It was not long after the invention of the 

bicycle that people figured out how to move 
stuff around with it. New bicycle designs were 
quickly developed and, by the 1920s, cargo bikes 
were the primary way to transport all manner of 
goods around Copenhagen.

The cyclists who manned these cargo bikes 
soon developed a unique identity on the streets 
of the city. They were called ”Svajere” – or 
‘swayers’. Called such because of the back and 
forth swaying motion that was necessary when 
cycling a massive load on a large-bedded, three-
wheeled cargo trike.

They were a cheeky bunch who brought 
life to the city streets. They whistled while they 
worked, and if the melody was good and suitably 
catchy, it would “go viral” among the population. 

It was incredibly hard work for these lads, but like 
anyone else, they needed to let off some steam.

So it was that in the heart of the Svajere’s 
Copenhagen was Grønttorvet – the fruit and 
vegetable market – where the first cargo bike 
races were organised. Called Svajerløb, the races 
didn’t offer the medals or prizes. They battled for 
something far more important. Bragging rights 
for being the king of Copenhagen.

The races were designed to reflect the reality 
of their work, loading up car tyres, newspaper 
bundles, or you – name-it, and racing for the 
huge crowds. The svajerløb continued until 
1960, when the last race was run.

Now history is repeating itself. Fast forward 
to Copenhagen, 2009. The cargo bike has 
returned to the city. An estimated 40,000 cargo 
bikes roll through the city each day, carrying 
kids and groceries and ridden by Copenhagen 
families. Indeed, 17% of Copenhagen families 
have a cargo bike either as a replacement for 
a car, or instead of a second car. More than 
a dozen Danish brands provide bikes to the 
growing market.

Since 2009, Hans Bullitt Fogh and Erik 
Hentze have revived this proud, classic 
Copenhagen tradition. The Svajerløb – Danish 
Cargo Bike Championships. Copenhagenize 
Consulting, Larry vs Harry and Firmacyklen.dk 
host the blossoming event, along with a growing 
group of sponsors.

Inspired by the original bike messengers, 
stylish attire is a must.

miKael Colville-andersen & hans Bullitt fogh

www.dmforladcykler.dk

Cargo Bike Culture

svajerløB
Danish Cargo Bike Championships
2 June 2012

retro ronde
AS the tour of flAnderS reAcheS 
its 100th year, its historic and touristic value is 
inestimable. And, since the flemish love their 
heritage, they invented the ‘retro ronde’ – an 
epic ride with ancient bicycles through the 
famous landscape where so-called ‘flandriens’ 
battled for miles to conquer a win in flanders 
fields.

the 40km route leads through rolling 
landscapes, passing farms, castles and 
windmills. the 70km track gets your legs sour 
climbing the steep cobblestone hills of old 
Kwaremont, or Koppenberg, among many of 
the treasures of the flemish Ardennes. Your 
stomach gets its fill of local strawberries, 
ice-cream, cookies and cakes. Your thirst is 
quenched by old style soft drinks, regional gin, 
and at the end… our famous Belgian beer!

the retro ronde starts and finishes at 
oudenaarde, the tour’s new finishing town 
where the tour of flanders museum has been 
operating for 10 years, and where freddy 
maertens himself can be your guide. it’s 
traditionally held the last weekend of June 
when the city organizes its three day long beer 
festival. on Saturday there’s an exchange fair 
for old bicycle components and after the ride 
on Sunday, riders and spectators dance on our 
terrace at a retro swing ball.

last but not least, we’ll give away prizes 
from Brooks and a bicycle from eddy merckx!

joeri wannijn

eVenTS in BRief

hell’s Belles
in the BiKe Polo Scene, participants 
often joke that people play polo because they 
aren’t very good at anything else. this is false. 
We are good at falling off our bikes, hitting 
balls with sticks, and going really, really, fast 
for 1oo metres.

october saw the first ladies majority 
tournament in the uK. Attended by 20 teams 
from as far away as Western canada, the 
uSA, and all across europe, it was a flagship 
moment in the history of uK bike polo.

the tournament was a spontaneous 
reaction to the growing numbers of women 
playing bike polo in london, thanks to ladies 
Polo nights, which were held weekly between 
January and october. the skill level has risen 
quickly thanks to a strong, supportive group 
of people, committed to getting better, getting 
on, and having a good time.

it was largely inspired by ladies Army, 

whBPC  
seattle
in the lAte 199o’S A GrouP of SeAttle 
bike messengers decided to bring traditional 
bicycle polo to an urban setting. on rooftop 
garages and tennis courts, hardcourt bike  
polo was born and has grown to cities around 
the world.

on September 7-11, 2o11, the best in 
the world came together in Seattle for the 
3rd annual World hardcourt Bike Polo 
championships presented by Brooks 
england. the WhBPc consisted of a two- 
day wild card qualifying tournament, two 
days of seeding matches with 64 teams, 
followed by a double elimination tournament 
where the top 32 teams battled for the title  
of World champions. teams came from as  
far away as Australia and Japan for a shot  
at the title.

After a brutal but beautiful five days, three 
teams stood on the podium. Seattle’s “the 
Guardians” wore bronze medals,  
“call me daddy” from france wore silver  
and the gold medals went to the World 
champs: the “crazy canucks” from 
Vancouver, Bc made up of rory crowley, 
chris Proulx, and Alex churchman.

Brooks england has been a steadfast 
supporter of hardcourt bike polo for many 
years. their title level sponsorship of the 
WhBPc was key to the outstanding success  
of the event.

for more information about last year’s 
championships, please visit whbpc2011.com. 
to find a hardcourt bike polo club in  
a city near you, please visit  
leagueofbikepolo.com/clubs

wade atKinson

an all-girl tournament which will see its 4th 
year this April. thanks to hell’s Belles, several 
london teams will be heading to lexington, 
Kentucky, to represent european ladies polo, 
making this tournament a worldwide event!

Why an all-girls tournament? While most 
women who play polo are adamant that it never 
segregates, the opportunity to play against 
all female teams is still attractive to many of 
us. the question is, what is so different about 
playing in an all-girl game compared to mixed 
polo? it’s not necessarily size and strength, 
nor skill or speed that are different. Some may 
claim women aren’t as competitive as men, but 
they would only have to watch a game of girl 
polo to change their minds about that!

tournaments like hell’s Belles and ladies 
Army provide a platform which allows women 
to see that they have as much right to sport as 
men do, and hopefully give a push to those who 
wish to play, encouraging more to get involved. 
We saw that at hell’s Belles and from ladies 
Army this year, we hope to return with an even 
bigger commitment to excelling at this, our 
chosen sport.

niC hamilton
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BromPton world ChamPionshiPs
Blenheim Palace
18 August 2012

BrooKs Penny farthing raCes
London Nocturne
9 June 2012

“A group of ten riders 
cycled on their ‘ordinaries’ 
from Paris to London 

”

(No) Ordinary Race
no ordinary raCe Red Coats gun salute marked the start of the Brooks Penny farthing Races.

PromPtly BromPted A BwC racer unfolded and 
charging to the starting line.

PaCKage on Board Racing around the Carlsberg Brewery.
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In 2011, the IG Markets London Nocturne 
took this to another level by blending 
innovation with history by welcoming Penny 
Farthings (or Ordinaries as we were politely 
informed is the correct name) back to the 
streets of the City of London, a spectacle not 
witnessed since the Victorian times. And what 
better a partner to have on board to make 
this happen than Brooks, purveyors of fine 
leather saddles and accessories with a heritage 
stretching back to the late 1800s.

We weren’t surprised that this caught the 
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I have been riding bikes since 2009, and 
a long distance bike ride was all I could think 
about. Luckily I had also the interest of some 
other friends from Birmingham who wanted 
to do the ride as well. I took out a map, and 
started picking out places I would like to visit, 
working out the distance as I went. I ran through 
a number of destinations, finally settling 
on Berlin, and already having the start and 
finish points (both beginning with the letter 
‘B’ for Bruce) we could make the ride more of 
a challenge by only stopping over at places 
beginning with this letter.

In late July we had a final push at fund-
raising and a thank-you party for the people 
who had helped us prepare. We held a farewell 
barbecue with a raffle, and were amazed by 
the turnout. Before leaving we visited Brooks 
in Smethwick, where we watched our saddles 
being produced, and where we each received our 
own saddle for the journey.

We rode an average of 70 miles a day with 

chosen charity is Operation Smile. Operation 
Smile provides free surgery to repair cleft lips, 
cleft palates and other facial deformities for 
children around the globe.

James Kennedy, one of the full duration 
riders, tells us ‘I expect the journey to be difficult, 
uncomfortable and very challenging. However 
this will only add to our sense of achievement 
when we reach the finish line. Discomfort is a 
small price to pay to bring a future life-time of 
happiness to a child and their family.’

andrew hunter

Please support the team where you can by visiting 
their website www.miles4smiles.com to offer advice 
on their journey, or to donate to their charities. You 
can also follow the team on twitter – @miles4smiles

B to B heading to Berlin, through Bruges, Brussels, Bremen on our “Brooks Bicycles”.
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West Midlands youth pedal 
for Cancer Research UK

A t around 9pm our family stood around 
my parents’ bed watching my stepfather, 
Bruce Wall, slowly leaving us. He had 
been living with liver cancer for around 
12 months, until, on a snowy Monday 

in December with all his family around him, he 
passed away. I decided then that I wanted to do 
something big to celebrate his life, and in the 
end that materialized as a ride to raise money for 
Cancer Research UK.

Nyomi Rowsell tours 
Africa with an eye 
on Architecture

T ravelling, for me, is definitely fulfilling, 
just using two wheels and a lot of leg. 
‘Just keep spinning’ was a repetitive 
phrase often used in chant, talking to 
me, myself, and I while cycling through 

the plains and rolling landscapes of Africa. 
The expressions of people’s faces were 

priceless. I jotted down many words that the 
people came up with on a scrap bit of paper which 
was safely inserted into my front ‘very important’ 
pannier. When I finally reached an internet cafe I 
realised people had said “a woman on a bicycle” in 
their thousand different tribal languages. 

The cultures and livelihoods were very 
different, but the happiness and kind people 
always wanting to look after us never ended. 
As the light set and the colourings of the bright 
African sun embellished the land, we never knew 
what the night would bring. Cycling revives the 
sense of humanity; people everywhere would 
be more than willing to let us camp within the 
community of the village. Living outdoors so 
close to nature was exhilarating. 

I was as free as the wind; the wind being 
definitely an obstacle to be aware of as this 
would often completely change the distance 
covered in one day. The only things to keep 
track of were food, water and our safety when 
choosing a location to sleep. A life on the road 
living back to basics has definitely changed my 
perspective and priorities for the future. 

I am currently thoroughly enjoying living in 
one zone in which all my belongings are situated 
and enjoying having a set of keys, a comfy bed 
and a very intellectually stimulating course, 
studying Applied Architecture and Design 
at Oxford Brookes University and intend to 
use my skills to go back to a village in Malawi 

Land’s End to John 
O’Groats, testing Land’s 
End and John O’Groats

C ommencing on the 13th August, 2012 
a team from Johnson and Johnson’s 
Ethicon Endo Surgery franchise, and 
friends, will ride from Lands End to 
John O’Groats to raise awareness, and 

funds, for charities chosen by the riders.
Their 1,030-mile journey is expected to  

take 12 days to complete and is planned to take in 
some fantastic scenery, whilst challenging  
the team.

The tour riders are a great contrast. Andrew 

ALAn BATe 
SmASheS wORLd 
ReCORd
liKe Vin cox, it recentlY transpired 
that Alan Bate ticked all the Guinness boxes 
in 2010 as well: clocking up over 18,000 miles, 
hitting two antipodal points, handing in a 
satisfactorily updated log book etc., and all of 
this inside a staggeringly brief 106 days!

of course, in the criteria laid down by the 
Guinness Book of records for a verifiable 
record attempt, nowhere does it say that a rider 
may not travel with a support team. Whether 
the support team provided him with something 
to ride behind on windy days, or carried all 
his luggage, or simply offered strong words of 
encouragement, was not immediately clear. 
Whichever way we look at it, the achievement 
of putting down over 200km a day for three 
months in all sorts of weather is none the less 
outstanding.

impressive as the time he clocked up 
indeed is, he feels future supported attempts 
could shave more days off the record. “i trained 
for three years for the record, sacrificed 
comfort for speed on a road bike with a rack 
and panniers weiging in at just 8 kilos. i had 53 
supported days. A top pro will do 80 days.”

daily mileage was just one of the 
challenges he encountered in the saddle. 
Projectile-dodging probably wasn’t one of 
the skills he practiced before setting off, 
for example, and it seems bike theft, road 
injuries and sickness aren’t problems which 
discriminate geographically.

“in Australia i suffered death threats 
whilst in a tent. in the uSA, someone tried to 
steal my bike, i had lots of abuse shouted from 
cars, things thrown at me, and threats. hit with 
a stick one day, crashed in Portugal and lost a 
day, started with a bad leg infection in Bangkok 
after crashing three times in the last two weeks 
before the ride. i was knocked off my bike by a 
car the morning of the ride starting.”

that he emerged relatively unscathed from 
all of this to become the new record holder for 
a circumnavigation by bicycle is testament to 
his will of iron, and his frame of aluminium. 
Brooks is delighted to have sponsored Alan’s 
effort, and we look forward to being involved 
with him again when he announces plans for a 
new challenge later this year.

gareth lennon

our bikes fully loaded. We suffered a snapped 
stem in Dover, had rain almost every day and 
numerous punctures. We sped through the 
Netherlands – riding through four countries 
in five days – then started the long road across 
Germany. We stayed with friends in London, 
Bruges, Brussels and Bremen, and camped 
the rest of the time. The route was flat and the 
saddles were broken in nicely.

We lost time on a few occasions due to the 
rain and to make up for it had to skip a rest 
day in Bremen. We stocked up on cereal bars 
every morning and pushed on through the wet 
weather. We swam in the lakes, cooked on our 
stove whilst drinking a few beers, and spent a 
day riding with two Canadians who were also 
headed for Berlin.

We missed a river-ferry crossing by ten 
minutes on the penultimate day and ended up 
spending the night in a nearby forest. We were 
riding on nothing but excitement at this point 
and were relieved to get to the city, equally sad 
that the trip was coming to an end.

where I will organise community participation 
workshops to design and build a community 
centre/orphanage with a friend (a chief of a 
village) whom I met en route. 

I do still cycle everywhere possible, although 
I hardly ever make time for long distance cycles; 
time is always the issue in this fast moving 
world. I have decided to organise a bicycle 
trip from John O’Groats to Land’s End for my 
birthday. The money raised will be a continuum 
of my just giving page – www.justgiving.com/
Nyomi-Rowsell. Any country I travel through 
in the future will be on a bicycle as you get the 
best of both worlds, venturing into the life of the 
people and through the tourist world. 

Through the Wall
Ride Along With Us

My African  
Adventure

NYOMI ROWSELL Stopping for a photo opportunity in north ethiopia, near Gondor.

laKe ullswater former Brooks colleague Andrew hunter (left) and his friend Adam fergusson training for their summer challenge.

a Blessed event Alan Bate pays his respects to 
the king of Thailand.

“Before leaving , we visited 
the Brooks factory for 
a tour and watched our 
saddles being produced. 

” “What made this trip 
so enjoyable was the 
kindness shown to us 
by complete strangers

”

“I was as free as the wind. 
A life on the road living 
back to basics has definitely 
changed my perspective and 
priorities for the future 

”
Hunter has always been a keen cyclist and 
will take on the ride upon a Chas Roberts 
Transcontinental, which he has owned since 
2004. Conversely Adam Ferguson did not 
own a bike prior to January 2012. He will be 
riding a Condor Heritage. Both riders will be 
atop Brooks B17 Champion Special saddles, 
Andrew’s considerably better broken-in than 
Adam’s. The pair are also entrusting Brooks 
with the gear carrying element of their trip  
and will be utilizing the Cornwall handlebar 
bag and the new Lands End and John  
O’Groats panniers.

A number of colleagues are joining Andrew 
and Adam for this trip, some the full distance 
and others for a stage or two. They will also be 
accompanied by some of the surgical staff they 
support in hospitals throughout the UK. Their 

If you need an adventure full of challenges, 
beauty and time for reflection, jump on a bicycle 
and ‘just keep spinning’. You’ll never look back.

I’d like to thank Brooks for sponsoring me 
and donating a saddle for this epic journey. 
The saddle is now finely shaped to my bottom 
for comfortable use to cycle through the next 
country for more stories and life experiences. 

nyomi rowsell

www.nysbikeride.com 

What made this trip so enjoyable and 
successful was the kindness shown to us, not 
just by friends and family, but also by complete 
strangers. People wanted to help us, which was 
a great feeling. We raised around £6,000 for 
Cancer Research UK. Now we are trying to work 
out where to ride to next.

matt Cox

www.brumtoberlin.com

extra tough organiC leather
for high mileage CyClists
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Stephen Phillips 

TAkinG On 
The wORLd

w hat on earth for?! What’s the point?! 
You’re being ridiculous! It will never 
happen! Don’t be silly.

How many of us have heard those 
statements from friends, family and work 
colleagues?

By the time they hear statement five, 90% of 
those who have a good idea or want to achieve 
something probably give up hope of ever doing 
so. What a simple way to stifle development, 
experiment, exploration and achievement.

I’m willing to bet the following people 
heard the exact same phrases at some point: 
Christopher Columbus, Sir Francis Drake, 
Ernest Shackleton, Captain Scott, Edmund 
Hillary, Neil Armstrong, Ranulph Fiennes, Vin 
Cox, Stephen Phillips…

Now you’re thinking Stephen who?
So to introduce myself, I am Stephen 

Phillips, the latest person to be labelled with 
all the above but not one of the 90% who felt 
demotivated enough to give up.

On the 18th February 2012 I will officially 
class myself as ‘adventurer’ when at 12:00pm 
I set off from London on an 18,000-mile cycle 
challenge around the world, facing weather, 
terrain, politics and disputes while pushing my 
physical and emotional limits to extremes and 
aiming to do it in the fastest time possible!

Everyone can see my route and follow my 
progress live through www.globecycleracer.com 
which has links to real time mapping and ways 
you can communicate with me in person and 
review my progress. Who knows, perhaps I can 
inspire you to try something similar?

Red2Green (www.red2green.org) is my 
charity of choice for the challenge. Based in 
Cambridgeshire, Red2Green support vulnerable 
adults by giving them opportunities to develop, 
experiment, explore and achieve goals that 
would normally be dismissed (sounds familiar?). 
As a charity they rely on the support of people 
like you and I to fund the work they do. During 
my cycle challenge I hope to raise for them 
£18,000 which is simply £1 for every mile!

Please sponsor them through www.
globecycleracer.com or www.JustGiving.com

So to answer the critics. I’m cycling 18,000 
miles because I like to ride my bike. Challenge, 
adventure, and shining my light (however 
briefly) on the world is the point. It’s only 
ridiculous to those who will never understand, 
and it will happen because I found like-minded 
people who have supported me in my adventure.

...And finally who’s silly now? I’m cycling  
the world!

Stuart Lansdale  

TAke The 
hARd ROAd

o n February 18th I will be departing 
from Greenwich Park in London with 
the aim of cycling around the world. 

I am 21, so the youngest person to attempt 
the circumnavigation of the Earth by bicycle 
unsupported. I will be following the Guinness 
criteria in the aims of travelling 18,000 miles in 
the same direction and crossing two opposite 
points on Earth, for me these will be in Spain 
and New Zealand. I will be crossing through 
twenty countries and feel my attempt will be the 
most culturally diverse route yet!

I shall be riding through the bitter month 
of March in Russia and Kazakhstan, then 
India in April and on through Nepal towards 
Kathmandu, raising money for two charities, the 
Dorset Expeditionary Society (DES),  
www.dorsetexp.org.uk and the Okhle Village 
Trust, www.okhle.org.uk .

The DES help young people gain the skills 
needed to get outdoors and go on and lead their 
own expeditions to gain important skills and 
increase confidence which can help them stand 
out in later life, they have helped me a lot in the 
past and are a great organisation so would love to 
give something back.

The Okhle Village Trust is a project set up 
in a remote area of Nepal to try and aid the 
infrastructure of a collection of small villages. 
Having spent three months in Nepal in 2010, I 
saw the work of the project first hand and the 
work that had been done with setting up a health 
centre and the creation of various water projects 
really improves the villagers quality of life as 
they don’t have to walk for miles to collect water 
down treacherous tracks.

I am doing carrying everything needed 
to support myself, taking paper maps and a 
compass to keep me on track, even if this means 
bivvying in Sub-zero temperatures in Russia.

If you would like to read about my little budget trip 
around the world I will be updating  
www.stuartlansdale.com whilst on the road. If you 
would like to check out how other people who are 
leaving on the same day as me are getting on then 
check out www.worldcycleracing.com and if you 
would like to support a great cause then donate at 
www.mycharitypage.com/StuartCyclesWorld

Sean Conway  

RidinG fOR 
SOLAR Aid

i t was cold winters day and I was hanging my 
Penguin suit out to dry. No, not a tuxedo, an 
actual penguin suit. I should explain. I had 

just come back from climbing Kilimanjaro and 
to make it a bit more interesting I thought I 
would do the entire climb dressed as a penguin. 
Anyway, that’s another story. So there I was, in 
my small freezing cold flat in London wandering 
what to do next? It had to be something BIG, I 
thought, something horrible, something long, 
something that will be the most challenging 
experience of my life, both mentally and 
physically. Everest was too expensive. 
Swimming the channel could be done later in 
life. It was then that the idea to go ahead and 
actually follow my dream of cycling around the 
world was born. Again just cycling around the 
world wasn’t tough enough. In order to really 
challenge myself I would attempt to become the 
fastest person to cycle around the world, solo 
and unsupported.

In order for me to become the new world 
record holder I need to cycle 18,000 miles in 
less than 96 days. That’s an average of 190 miles 
(307 km) per day. As if that’s not hard enough, 
I will need to do this in some of the harshest 
conditions on the planet whilst battling hunger, 
language barriers, loneliness and finding 
suitable places to sleep each night. This truly 
does tick all the boxes in making this the most 
challenging experience of my life.

A huge part in keeping myself motivated is 
trying to help people less fortunate than myself 
(which is 99% of the world) so I am trying to 
raise £100,000 for Solar Aid. Smoke inhalation 
from flame based light sources kills more people 
in Africa than malaria so by providing access to 
solar energy not only saves lives, but also reduces 
our global emissions. £6 allows one child or 
family access to portable solar and for £1000 you 
can solarise a school. Let’s get rid of the kerosene 
lamp by the end of the decade. We can make this 
happen!

So one month to go and I am all set. 

Follow my attempt at www.CyclingTheEarth.co.uk 
where you will be able to GPS track me and see all 
the highs and lows of each and every mile via my 
Blogs, Facebook and Twitter. Please send me words 
of encouragement. I’m sure I will need it.

Juliana Buhring 

An ORdinARy 
femALe?

P rior to May 2011, riding a bicycle had meant 
little more than a pre-adolescent, after 
school pastime. It had actually been at least 

20 years since I’d mounted a bike when, instead 
of one more summer spent lounging by the sea 
like every other Mediterranean sun-worshipper 
in south Italy, I travelled with a boy friend from 
Berlin to Copenhagen by bicycle.

When it was over a sort of melancholic 
nostalgia replaced the heady freedom of the 
open road and uncertainty of the next night’s 
lodgings. I was hooked. Next time, I decided, 
I would go longer and further, perhaps a 
month across an entire continent. Never one 
to do anything by halves, one idea naturally 
followed another to the conclusion of, if I cycle a 
continent, then why not the world? And if I cycle 
the world, then why not go for a record?

On researching world cycling records, 
one thing became instantly obvious: there 
had never been a women’s record for solo 
circumnavigation by bicycle. I decided then and 
there that I would attempt to set the first. All 
the men who had cycled the world were either 
athletes in some capacity or had been cycling 
for years. I was neither. I was, for all intents and 
purposes, a complete amateur. The trainer I 
approached let out a long breathy whistle when 
I told him I’d only been cycling for 2 months and 
intended to cycle the world. He had just 6 short 
months to turn me into a professional athlete.

What started as an idea quickly turned into 
the challenge of a lifetime, about pushing my 
limits of endurance to see what I, an ordinary 
woman of average abilities, was physically and 
mentally capable of.

From day one, training to cycle the world 
has been challenging. Finding sponsors has 
been difficult, since companies seem less 
inclined to back no-name females in sports. 
But an Italian bicycle company, Mario Schiano, 
agreed to sponsor my bike, and Brooks offered 
a set of new-on-the-market, waterproof 
panniers. Many smaller companies have been 
offering bits and pieces along the way and as 
April looms closer I am confident that I will be 
ready at the starting line.

All money raised from Juliana’s world cycle will 
go to Safe Passage Foundation, working towards 
children’s rights. http://safepassagefoundation.org
For more information or to follow Juliana’s 
progress go to http://julianabuhring.com and 
http://vimeo.com/35948169 

“Ten cyclists from the 
British Isles took off from 
Greenwich, London on 18 
February to each assault the 
Guinness World Record for 
Global Circumnavigation 

”

Travelling 18,000 
miles around the 
globe by bicycle
LOndOn, enGLAnd

O n 18 February, a historic undertaking 
begins as perhaps the largest-ever 
coordinated attempt at the world record 
for global circumnavigation by bicycle 
gets under way. The mass attempt was 

prompted by Vin Cox, who held the record until 
recently with 163 days, and who first brought the 
riders together with the goal of coordinating the 
attempt using the power of global tracking and 
the internet to allow an audience for the first 
time to follow the rider’s progress.

(Vin Cox’s record was however recently 
smashed by another Englishman, Alan Bate, 

who completed the challenge in an astonishing 
106 days, 10 hours and 33 minutes.)

The riders will participate in a mass start 
on 18 February with the goal of returning to the 
English capital before the opening ceremonies 
of the 30th Games of the Summer Olympiad.

However, there will be other riders starting 
from various points around the globe at 
approximately the same time, all racing against 
the clock to try and become the new world 
record holder.

Guinness World Records do not currently 
distinguish between supported and unsupported 
attempts, so the record will steadily progress 
into the realm of the supported racer rather than 

the solo adventurer. 
Though the riders are in a sense racing 

against one another, they are really racing 
against the clock as individuals, and racing 
for a variety of reasons outside of the rubrik 
of a global bicycle race. Most are in fact racing 
to draw attention to various charities and 
we will spend a great deal of time following 
their adventures on the Brooks Blog and our 
Facebook page.

Some of the riders are heading East, some 
West, but whichever their route, they will 
hopefully all meet again some time before the 
torch makes its appearance in July.

Bregan KoenigseKer

For more information and news about this unique 
event please visit: www.worldcycleracing.com
Follow this incredible undertaking with regular 
updates on the Brooks Blog at: 
blog.brooksengland.com/wps/wcr

A Race Around the World
london to london 2012
18 February 2012 Onwards
Around the globe
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www.brooksengland.com

BROOkS. unqueSTiOnABLe BRiTiSh TRAdiTiOn.

ENJOY EVERY MILEEEEENNNNJJJJOOOOOYYYY EEEEVVVVEEEERRRRRYYYY MMMMIIILLLLEEEE
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Kraftstoff immortalises  
The Bugle for eternity… 
on a bike frame K raftstoff Bikes of Austria recently hit upon a method of 

making their custom machines a little more custom. And by 
way of demonstration, they have given our very own Brooks 
Bugle a cameo role.

At their premises in Dornbirn, they have built a steady 
reputation over the years for client satisfaction, attaching any 
configuration of componentry to any of their selection of frames. 
Unsurprisingly most of their retro and city models tend to come 
with a Brooks attached to the seatpost.

At any rate, they also now offer a graphic design service for all 

of their bikes. This is to say that any motif a customer desires can 
be applied to any area of the frame and sealed there for eternity 
beneath a translucent lacquer.

At last year’s Eurobike show the Kraftstoff stand had a 
few custom designs on display. One was a rather smart ladies’ 
runabout, the Gazzetta, whose tubes had been wrapped with pages 
from the 2011 Brooks Bugle! Perhaps to keep its owner occupied 
for a minute or two at red lights. And to guarantee rider comfort, 
the Kraftstoff Gazzetta came complete with a purple Colt.

gareth lennon

Manufacturers of  
fine bicycles leave 
the ultimate in ride 
comfort to Brooks

T his page and the following pages are 
dedicated to those partners of ours 
who build bicycles. These include a few 
companies which still manufacture 
their bicycles entirely in-house starting 

from the tubes, such as Pashley, Brompton, 
Skeppshult, and Achielle, and other companies 
which express their creativity in the design of 
new geometries and styles of bicycles, as well 
as assembling the parts in original ways. The 
common denominator is of course that they are 
all choosing Brooks as the finishing touch on 
top of their bikes.

A few years ago we started to build a section 
of our website called “Bikes of Distinction”. 
These and more bicycles are featured in this part 
of our website which we continually update. We 
invite you to come visit and click on the links 
of the many interesting bicycle manufacturers 
who are mostly unknown outside their country 
of origin excepting of course their true fans, 
which often include celebrities with a passion 
for cycling, as you will discover by turning to  
the next page.

Cristina würdig

www.brooksengland.com/bikes

Redefining the Newspaper Bicycle

Anita and Abici lead 
Italian manufacturers 
back to a more 
beautiful time

A s a company, we have tended for almost 150 
years to keep the extraneous at a minimum. 
So Brooks is probably in a better position 

than most to understand why a pair of Italian 
bicycle makers, Abici of Viadana and Anita 

of Cesena, have concentrated on producing a 
compact series of clean-lined machines, devoid 
of the unnecessary “bells and whistles” one  
finds elsewhere – though some of them do, of 
course, have bells.

With words worthy of a podium finish in 
one of our Brooks Blog poetry contests, Abici 
describe their philosophy as “future memories… 
a perfect combination of yesterday and of 
tomorrow, to pedal today.”

These machines draw clear inspiration from 
the classic street geometries of the 1930’s, with 
a sturdiness and maneuverability that traces 

a clear line back to the rich commute-cycling 
heritage of Northern Europe.

Now clearly, simplicity and minimalism are 
never truly quite the same thing. So while at the 
core of both the Abici and Anita philosophies 
lies a belief in less being indeed more, racks, 
full-cover mudguards, chainguards, double 
kickstands and even newspaper clips are 
standard and coherent features on some of the 
more ornate gents’ and ladies’ models.

Bregan KoenigseKer

Simple Is Beautiful Again

Our Bicycles of Distinction

BRunO
Consideration for space is a constant theme in 
Japan, one whose necessity inspires the design 
and success of bikes like the Swiss-inspired 
Bruno. Designed for speed however, the Bruno 
makes this a welcome compromise.

VeLOCinO
An Italian short-hop classic is back with Abici’s 
Velocino. Perfectly suited to maneuvering dense 
throngs of pedestrians, the Velocino brings fun 
and ease back to popping round the corner.

eCCenTRiC

Pashley www.pashley.co.uk
Rabeneick www.rabeneick.de
Cortina www.cortinafietsen.nl
Anita  www.alpinabike.com/anita
Bruno www.brunobike.jp
Abici  www.abici-italia.com
Kraftstoff  www.kraftstoff-bikes.com
Achielle www.achielle.be

Brompton www.brompton.co.uk
Schindelhauer www.schindelhauerbikes.com
Skeppshult www.skeppshult.se
Gazelle www.gazelle.nl
Raleigh USA www.raleighusa.com

Explore more Bikes of Distinction at: 
www.brooksengland.com/bikes

diSCOVeR OnLine
For more information on the bicycles featured in these pages, please visit:

a seemly setting Bikes of distinction always find a suitable home amongst ivy-covered surroundings. The Pashley Clubman.

some things never Change The Anita doing things bicycles have been doing for over a century.

RIDING IN STYLE (Top row, left to right) Raleigh uSA, Cortina, Gazelle, (bottom row) Achielle, Rabeneick, Gazelle.
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Crown Princess 
Victoria of Sweden 
visits Skeppshult

S ome days are better than others, so 
March 31, 2011 is definitely in the “better” 
category. On this day we got a visit by 
Crown Princess Victoria and Prince 
Daniel. It was simply a fantastic day.It 

began with lunch, which ended with homemade 
cheesecake by Annica at our reception. Even 
the jam was homemade, produced by PG in our 
production, appointed by the Culinary Team 
Sweden’s best jam. We strive of course, after the 
idea of   locally produced as much as we can.

Ewan McGregor shows 
a bit of vintage style at 
the London Tweed Run

T he well known film actor and apparent 
Pashley and Brooks fan Ewan McGregor 
was spotted at the Tweed Run in London 
last April. He was marvellously dressed 
and astride a Pashley Guv’nor. We of 

course extend our compliments on his fine taste 
in saddles, leather tool bags and carrier baskets.

This year’s London Tweed Run was another 
astounding success. It is especially always 

any ordinary bike. You could choose colour, 
saddle and grips (hand made in leather from our 
partner Brooks). A very custom bicycle, in other 
words (there’s merit in having all production in-
house). Which bike and colour did they choose?

Prince Daniel chose a lagoon-green bike 

“At the factory, we have made 
bicycles for a hundred years 
from the straight tubes to 
the finished bike

”

“We strive, of course, after 
the idea of locally produced 
as much as we can

”

Royal Riders Obi Wan in Tweed

Folding and Bedecked

A GeRmAn BeAuTy

Brompton and designer 
Vic Lee create a special 
edition to celebrate a year 
when the world’s eyes 
are turned on London

B rompton Bicycle Ltd has collaborated 
with Vic Lee, a designer from 
Clerkenwell, East London, to create 
a Brompton limited edition of 500, 
featuring motifs inspired by a love  

for the city.
The designer said: “I initially worked with 

Brompton on a one-off, hand-drawn design for 
the prize bikes for the 2011 Brompton World 
Championship. These got a lot of attention so 
we started to investigate if there was any way 
we could do something similar on slightly large 
scale. I have been creating this style of London-
inspired schemes for a couple of years now; it 
is great to see this translated into the London 
Brompton.”

Brompton’s Sales and Marketing Director, 
Emerson Roberts, said: “In a year when the 
world’s eyes will be turned on London, we 
wanted to come up with something really  
special to celebrate the personality of this great 
city. We’ve been fans of Vic’s work for a while 
and he was the obvious choice for this limited 
run as every Brompton is made and assembled 
in London.

ross hawKins

For more information, visit www.viclee.co.uk
www.brompton.co.uk

a delight to see so many ladies taking part 
and making sure that it isn’t just Moustache 
Cultivators having all the fun.

Brooks and Pashley have both been 
enthusiastic sponsors of the London Tweed Run 
since the event began in 2009. This year, Rugby 
Ralph Lauren hosted a New York edition of the 
Tweed Run, and Pashley created a special Rugby 
Tweed Run edition of the Clubman, in Rugby 
blue-and-gold livery and topped with a brown 
B17 saddle and matching handlebar tape.

www.tweedrun.com

CeleBration time Vic Lee collaborates on a one-of-a-kind machine with Brompton.

PuBliC transPortation The travelling Bicycle 
Library, open for business.

v for viCtoria Prince daniel and Crown Princess Victoria of Sweden with their new custom Skeppshult V Bikes.

Pedal forCe ewan mcGregor and John Conod of Pashley at the 2011 London Tweed Run.

Reinventing  
the Bookmobile

Karta Healy converts a 
doubledecker into a rolling 
bicycle community hub
 

LOndOn, enGLAnd

My rolling project “The Bicycle Library” is 
a halfway home for the most expensive 
bicycles that have never before had a venue 

to assemble. Growing up in India and seeing how 
resourceful everyone is, made me aware of the 
waste in the West. My two parallel concerns for 
this world are its transport and its trash. With this 
in mind I opened up the Bicycle Library to cater 
to upmarket cycling in London.

We have an actual library on the top floor 
of the double-decker bus, where you can flick 
through the reference section, or talk to our 
‘Librarian’ from whom you can get advice on 
finding your ideal bicycle, or having it made. 
There is also a sister ship to the Bicycle Library 
bus, the Bicycle Ambulance. A tube-vending 
machine alongside a bike mount for repairs 
that includes a pump and basic tools to get you 
rolling again. 

Karta healy

SchindelhAuer BiKeS Are Built in AccordAnce with the motto “pure pleasure 
riding a bicycle”, designed and built for tough everyday use and unique by means of bike 
technology. they embody that purist style.

the long lasting Gates carbon drivetm belt used on all Schindelhauer Bikes offers a number 
of outstanding properties: freedom from maintenance, durability, and reliability. for this reason 
the drive heralds a new age in the cycling world. it is the icing on the cake of the timeless and 
minimalist Schindelhauer Bikes.

ludwig is true to the motto: leave your everyday life behind. An ultra-silent symbiosis is achieved 
by applying a low-noise belt drive together with a silent speed-hub gear. Smoothly and quietly riding 
down the street – only listening to the sweet sound of the wind and the noise on the road.

jörg sChindelhauer

Then we took a tour of our factory. Here, 
we have made bicycles for a hundred years (we 
started as early as 1911) from the straight tubes to 
the finished bike. Enthusiasm was high and the 
Crown Princess had many questions (so many 
that the clock quickly pulled away) ... 
In conclusion, the couple got a bicycle. And not 

with a leather saddle and matching grips.
Crown Princess Victoria chose a bike in 

orange chili with the same type of seat and 
handlebars as Prince Daniel. Everything was 
installed at two stations while the couple 
interestedly followed the entire process. It ended 
with a ride in front of the gathered press.

And which model of bike? Of course, one V 
each. What else? A fun and unforgettable day for 
all of us here at Skeppshult cycle.

Kjell sture
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Land’s End and 
John O’Groats

B rooks Saddles are loved the world 
over by long distance cycling travelers. 
These hardy men and women of the 
road choose Brooks to ensure that their 
distance attempts are not thwarted by 

such an ironic thing as sitting.
Because of this, since many years, going 

back to the catalogues of the late 19th century, 
Brooks has had a close relationship with these 
adventurers, and has been producing other 
accessories to assist the transportation of one’s 
belongings. In fact since before the modern 
bicycle was invented.

As times have changed, so have some of the 
materials used by the bicyclist, cycling luggage 
being no exception. With this in mind, Brooks 
has developed a set of bags to accompany the 
long-distance traveler and anyone else wishing 
to transport their belongings in comfort  
and style.

We introduce to you the John O’Groats 
(front) and Land’s End (rear) travel panniers. 
Named after the famous “Land’s End to John 
O’Groats” cycle route which traverses the 
island of Great Britain between its furthermost 
extremities. Hundreds of cyclists attempt the 
874 mile route yearly, to face the challenging of 
Britain’s terrain and climate.

Each bag is constructed from an exclusive 
waterproof textile whose seams are welded and 
combined with a roll-top closure to form an 
impregnable barrier against water. The material 
is protected on the bottom by a guard.

The unique closure system allows for a 
variable height when transporting smaller loads.

The symmetrical shape allows you to use 
each bag both on the right and left side. Included 
is a modern clasp system with adjustable hook 
position for standard carriers.

Bregan KoenigseKer

Capacity Front 12-15 l, Rear 19-23 l

Made from the same hard 
wearing and vegetable 
tanned leather used 
for Brooks Saddles

Our range of cycle bags has been steadily 
growing to offer functional luggage for 
cyclists. In the last few years we added 

to our range of canvas bags the Barbican and 
Brixton shoulder bags, the Hampsted holdall 
and the Islington rucksack to name a few.

These bags are either inspired by the patents 
and ideas found in the Brooks Archives or newly 
designed according to similar principles of 
function and style. Some of the most innovative 
thoughts on cycle bags, in fact, date from 1910, 
when JB Brooks and his son Wilfred Mason filed 

Brooks leather and 
canvas bags are 
made in Europe

B rooks began producing cycle bags in 
the late 1800’s. In the 1960’s, when the 
company was sold and broken into 
separate divisions, manufacture of 
Brooks bags steadily declined, until 

2002, when the company was taken over by 
its new owners, and bag making activities had 
ceased entirely.

When we decided to resume bag production 
in recent years, we were faced with many 
obstacles to manufacturing our bags close to 
home. As a matter of necessity, as most bag 
making factories in England have been shut 
for some time, we went overseas to source high 
quality suppliers for our classic and modern 
designs.

This decision, however, proved unpopular 
with many of our customers, some of whom 
wrote us often very well-composed and 
passionate letters on this theme. As much as we 
may have wanted to, bag making on European 
soil remained impossible for some time. We 
simply could not find the right facilities for their 
manufacture.

We actively searched for years, trying 
out many different suppliers in England, 
and elsewhere in Europe, but we remained 
unsatisfied. For the products we wish to 

A s announced in the last edition of the Bugle, 
Brooks England Ltd has launched the John 
Boultbee clothing label in collaboration 

with Timothy Everest, resuming a course 
undertaken by our company founder, John 
Boultbee Brooks. Timothy was the perfect 
choice for such a challenge: an avid cyclist who 
happens also to be one of the pioneers of the 
New Bespoke Tailoring Movement.

This collection represents a perfect 
combination of technical innovation, aesthetics 
and tradition. For each piece, we combine 
cycling and bespoke details with the finest 
fabrics, such as waterproof and windproof 
Ventile cotton mixed with water-repellent Fox 
Brothers tweed.

Now John Boultbee and Timothy Everest 
are taking their partnership forward with the 
presentation of the new dark brown Criterion 
and the announcement of two new jacket 
designs, the Elder Street and the Blackwell, a 
Harrington-style jacket made of Ventile.

The Elder Street is named for the street 
in which Timothy’s atelier is located, and 
reminiscent of the blazer, that standby of every 
British man’s wardrobe. Designed in London 
and made in Italy from fine, water-repellent Fox 
Brothers tweed and showerproof Ventile, the 
jacket features ergonomically-shaped sleeves, 
an angled storm welt back pocket with entry 
from below, button and hole closure on back 
vent, reflective straps for visibility, and classic 
bespoke details, like the Boultbee-signature  
trim lining. 

miChela raoss

Cycling 
Bespoke

A weLCOme 
ReTuRn
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produce, we necessarily needed to find 
production facilities capable of working with 
traditional materials, and to the exacting 
standards of the saddles that bear the Brooks 
name.

Finally, after much searching, we found the 
proper fit, and we are proud to announce that all 
our Brooks leather bags are made in England, at 
our partner factory in Manchester. All Brooks 

canvas shoulder bags are made in Tuscany, Italy, 
near our European operations headquarters. We 
would like to thank the support of our customers 
throughout this period of transition, and we look 
forward to providing you with the best products 
we can offer for years to come.

andrea meneghelli

Travelling in Style

New Leather Bags
two patents related to improvements in bags for 
cycling, ensuring more equal load distribution 
and greater stability while riding.

Amongst this year’s additions to the range, 
we’d like to highlight our new leather bags 
manufactured in Manchester: the Eton satchel 
and the Piccadilly knapsack.

The Eton is a redesign from a Brooks patent 
drawing dated 1910. Made entirely from the 
same hard wearing and vegetable tanned leather 
used for Brooks Saddles, the Eton features 
shoulder straps to wear as a rucksack and a 
handle for use as a briefcase.

The Piccadilly has a simpler design, and is 
available in black and three distinctive colours: 
olive green, mandarin and mustard.

Cristina würdig

eton satChel Also suitable for carrying by hand. john BoultBee introducting Timothy everest’s elder Street Jacket at Pitti uomo.

ProPer touring BiKe Condor heritage in full Brooks livery.

fasten uP The Brixton shoulder bag secured for the ride.
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go by bicycle.
feel the elements and 
contemplate nature.

“ Visit us online and 
learn about the unique 
textiles and techniques 
used in the PEdALED 
manufacturing process

”
www.pedaled.com

I f you would like to learn more about the 
Hideto Suzuki and the PEdALED line of 
clothing for the cycling lifestyle, please 
visit us online at www.pedaled.com where 
you will find our complete online shop, 

including further information regarding the 
unique textiles and techniques used in the 
manufacturing process. A Japanese translation 
and PEdALED blog are coming soon. 

Inspired Urban Cycling Apparel
a sophisticated collection meticulously created 
in Japan, from design to manufacture, tailored 
to blend comfort and safety features. Ventilation 
and reflective details are standard on most 
garments, and the use of an array of interesting 
materials ranges from the cotton dyed using 
green tea to more technical fabrics. Garments 
like the adventure jacket fully express the values 
of the designer.

“Go by bicycle. Feel the 
elements and contemplate  
nature. This is the mantra  
of PEdALED designer  
Hideto Suzuki.

”

Japanese craftsmanship 
sewn from a passion 
for cycling

P EdALED makes clothes to enjoy on the 
bicycle; the cycling lifestyle brought to life 
the spirit of PEdALED. “Pedalling to dive 
into the earth” is the poetic expression 
that inspired our name.

The PEdALED story began when Hideto 
Suzuki, from Tokyo, left the Japanese fashion 
industry after 20 years. He set out to find again 
the roots of his desire to create, to reaffirm 
his sense of purpose. His search led him to a 
Canadian man from whom, over a number of 
years, he learned the art of building log houses. 
In the end he built ten himself. Inspired by this 
departure, Hideto returned to clothing design, 
this time under his own label.

Hideto decided that he wanted to make 
clothing that incorporated his daily cycling 
lifestyle, clothing made for living. “Go by 
bicycle. Feel the elements and contemplate 
nature.” became his mantra, and its essence has 
served to guide his designs since PEdALED was 
born in 2007. Hideto Suzuki has now created a 
complete line for the urban cyclist. Elegant and 
wearable, PEdALED garments are comfortable 
on and off the bike.

In 2011 Brooks England entered into a 
partnership with PEdALED to guide the 
marketing and distribution of the brand abroad. 
Cristina Würdig, sales director at Brooks 
England, explains: “We feel that the philosophy 
behind what Hideto is doing meshes beautifully 
with the history of our company and what we are 
doing today. In a way, Hideto is a John Boultbee 
Brooks of sorts, fulfilling a need and going his 
own way. Of course, like Mr. Brooks, he is using 
the bicycle to get there.”

Indeed, this philosophy has taken the form of 

TOkyO, JAPAn

100% flannel cotton
crotch in a stretch textile

100% oxford weave
cotton fabric with
rear device pocket

100% USA cotton
two-panel construction

The PEdALED website is now live

www.pedaled.com

In the upcoming winter collection “Born 
Again” Hideto has challenged himself to use 
deadstock military textiles in cycling garments. 
“These materials dislike the smell of gunpowder 
and argument. They like natural scent and peace. 
They were military material, now they are born 
again.” he explains. This new collection will be 
available from July 2012.

aliCe iCardi 

naturally dyed
Japanese cotton kerchief
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E very year we recognise one of our workers 
who has been particularly noteworthy 
in the factory. This year we received 
two nominations, so we are proud to 
announce we have selected two Workers 

of the Year for 2011. Included also is our 2010 
honoree, whose title was granted just after the 
publishing deadline for last year’s Bugle.

Enjoy the profiles of those who make your 
great Brooks Saddles!

mAlGorzAtA KrAWczYK (2010)
Gosia arrived at Brooks in 2008, as really a 
rather timid young girl.

Gosia set about her assigned tasks diligently, 
with a refreshing air of gusto and never a word 
of discontent or disinterest. It very soon became 
apparent to us all that she was actually “as sharp 
as a button”; picking up those essential age-old 
brooks skills quickly and with relative ease; 
often at the first time of asking and trying. 

Gosia possesses further, quite rare qualities; 
she has an awareness to notice for herself when 
items are running low and need to be restocked; 
she will, therefore, immediately move herself 
onto her next job without waiting around 
aimlessly for instructions. 

Gosia can do the final preparation to the 
leather tops, polish, pack, and rivet the Brooks 
saddles amongst a host of other things to which 
she can turn her hand. She is often the last pair 
of critical eyes that check and maintain the high 
quality of a finished Brooks Saddle.

Her confidence has grown and her cheerful 
persona has blossomed. She has established 
herself well within the Brooks Family.

Her Brooks nickname? She is known as 
“Mini-Barbara” – a reference to our Factory 
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The Parisian Bicycle Boutique
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famous renditions being of Elvis Presley hits – 
hence “The King” nickname.

There is nobody in Brooks that can match 
Stephen’s speed in attaching the Rear Springs to 
the Saddle Bracket. Visitors and colleagues alike 
have tried and failed with this awkward task that 
Steve makes look easy. This single operation has 
given Stephen his official Brooks nickname – 
“Speedy Gonzales”.

mAriA thomAS (2011)
Maria, or Sonia, as she prefers to be known, is 
the longest-serving worker at Brooks today. She 
has clocked more than 41 years of dedicated 

Fine Shopping at “en 
selle Marcel” in Paris 

F ive years ago, when we started the Brooks 
Dealers of Excellence programme, we were 
delighted to see some retailers starting to 

dedicate a space in their shops to display our 
products. Back then, “en selle Marcel” in Paris 
did not exist. Not only that, but bike shops like 
en selle Marcel did not exist at all.

En selle Marcel is a very different bicycle 
shop, one whose concept is helping set a new 
standard in the world of cycle retailing. It’s a 
space dedicated to the urban bike universe with 
the typical services of a traditional bike shop, but 
combined with an elegant selection of products 
and presentation typical of a fashion store.

When entering en selle Marcel you clearly 
understand the vision of the shop owner, Bruno 
Urvoy: a few brands and a very wide range of their 
products. After the Brooks Factory, it’s one of the 
few places in Europe where you can find the full 
range of Brooks Products. We thank Bruno and 
we truly recommend to pay a visit to his shop.

gianmarCo mioni

www.ensellemarcel.com

service, joining us almost directly out of school 
at the tender age of 16.

During her early years, she worked on the 
Mattress-style Brooks saddles, including that of 
the iconic Raleigh Chopper bicycle. In 1977, she 
transferred into the Leather Department and 
embarked upon a career as a saddle tubular riveter.

Like all at Brooks, she can turn her hand 
to other tasks when required, but it is with the 
tubular riveting process that she has become 
synonymous. She can attach a leather top to a 
frame with breathtaking speed and accuracy, 
making it look deceptively easy. 

steven green, BarBara lawrenCe, stePhen marsh

Former company owner 
John Macnaughtan 
reflects on our first ten 
years of “guardianship”

A jewel is a rare thing; it shines and always 
attracts attention. Its possession makes 
for a nice feeling, but above all, says a 
lot about the owner. A Brooks Saddle 
is one such jewel. There is only one 

Brooks, made in the same way for over 100 years. 
When you see a Brooks on a bicycle it is not just 
the finishing touch making the whole bicycle 
look beautiful, but it ensures the best of rides – 
combining function and style.
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Our Tenth Selle-bration fOLLOw  
uS OnLine

wORkeR Of 
The yeAR 
2010 & 2011

an extension of yourself every time you  
wheel out your bicycle as it literally is a part  
of you because it reflects ‘you’ in its unique 
shape: yours.

My part in Brooks. When I joined TI Raleigh 
in 1965, Brooks was a part of the TI Cycle 
Division, along with such names as Sturmey 
Archer, Phillips and Hercules. In those days a 
leather saddle was the norm with Brooks being 
one hundred percent fitted to the world’s best 
brands. Racing enthusiasts only used a B17 or 
near equivalent.

It was a privilege to work for Brooks, 
which I did until 1999 and Raleigh’s sale of 
its Sturmey Archer and Brooks Division to 
uncaring financiers. When the Division went 
into liquidation, I put together a plan with my 
colleague, Adrian Williams of Pashley, to buy 
Brooks and to stop the land being sold on to 
developers and the brand, like so many others, 
becoming part of some Chinese operation like 
its sister Sturmey Archer.

In what became a Contract Race where 
Adrian and I hardly went to bed for a full week, 
we had bought Brooks. After nearly two years 
of ownership, where we developed the brand 
name introducing the ‘Brooks England’ logo to 
the ‘Fine Leather Saddle Accessory’ range, we 
realised that Brooks needed even more energy 
and time than either of us possessed if it was 
going to realise its potential.

So with my long association with the Bigolin 
family, whom I knew would care for the Brooks 
Heritage, arranging a sale was an easy process. 
They were quick to accept the guaranteed 
continuation of manufacture in the West 
Midlands so essential to the brand essence of 
this product.

Now it is Selle Royal’s tenth anniversary of 
owning Brooks. I can only say I am so proud of 

Perhaps no other brand in the world casts so 
wide a net as Brooks, which makes for a bill 
of fare to suit nearly all tastes at our Social 

Media outlets. The company’s unique position 
allows us on our Blog and Facebook page to 
comfortably straddle the parallel universes 
of sport, fashion, art, engineering, industrial 
history, documentary film making... and even 
literary criticism.

Since starting in 2010, we have invited 
readers of the Brooks Blog to occasionally  
join us in competitive wordplay, and seen  
our Comments Section duly bombarded  
with a plethora of high quality Haikus and 
lovely Limericks, to name but two of our 
favoured forms.

All we ask of our poets is that they squeeze 
a subtle nod to the world’s favourite leather 
cycling saddle in there somewhere. Most deliver 
with aplomb. Liz Farnworth came up with these 
17 syllables for our 2011 John Brooks Haiku 
Invitational:

Cogs, wheels and pedals turn.
Chains thrum, tires hiss, miles pass.
Brooks, cake and tea... bliss.
And in March last year, Patrick Foley 

delivered this outstanding example of a 
Limerick:

On the long painful miles that I rode
The time in my saddle plateaued
One day I tried Brooks
It conformed with its nooks
My shape upon it I bestowed.

gareth lennon

blog.brooksengland.com
www.facebook.com/Brooks.England
www.twitter.com/brooksengland

“Selle Royal was quick to 
accept the guaranteed 
continuation of 
manufacture in the West 
Midlands so essential 
to the brand essence 
of this product

”
“A leather saddle is a living 

thing, it breathes and it 
moves; and like any other 
good leather object, it 
moulds itself gradually 
and totally to your shape

”

what they have done with Brooks by building 
on its glorious past to the point where I still feel 
part of the company. Selle Royal has always been 
generous in including me as a little part of its 
great heritage of which they are now proudly the 
guardian. Well done Selle Royal; well done all 
the Brooks Team in Italy and in Smethwick. You 
have preserved the jewel and it shines brighter 
than ever.

Many Happy Returns.
john godfrey maCnaughtan

Production Supervisor and a fitting testimony to 
the potential that we see in her at Brooks.

SteVe “the KinG” Bell (2011)
Stephen Bell has been a Brooks employee for 
more than 30 years, almost exclusively spending 
his time within the Saddle Frame Assembly 
Department where he is now supervisor.

An extremely popular character amongst 
his fellow workers, Steve is renowned for 
his appalling jokes and corny puns. He does 
however take his work very seriously. But away 
from the job, he has a very “happy-go-lucky” 
outlook on life and is our Karaoke Star; his most 

A NEW ATTITUDE en selle marcel dressed to impress another fortunate customer.

dediCation Proud to have them on board: malgorzata krawczyk, maria Thomas and Steve Bell (clockwise from above).

euroBiKe 2011 displaying the entire Brooks england range in our new exhibition stand, designed to look like our saddle factory.

A leather saddle is a living thing, it breathes 
and it moves; and like any other good leather 
object, such as a well made pair of shoes, it 
moulds itself gradually and totally to ”your 
shape”. There is a time in the riding process 
when your Brooks saddle becomes like a close 
friend. When that happens, you look upon it as 
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(BROOKS ADVERTISEMENT FROM THE 1920s)


